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SeverbI theories ofthe alcoholic personality have
been.devise4 to determine the relationship between the clusters of
personality characteristics of alcoholics and their abuse or alcohol.
The oldest and probablfbest known theory is the dependesdye theory,
formulatedin the traditio4rof dlassical psychoanalysis, which
associates, the alcoholic's difficulties with depesdence-independence
conflicts, with etents that go back to early childhood. The anxiety
theory states that alcoholics are persons with high anxiety levels
0 drink excessively to alleviate their anxiety. The power tEeory

-holds that excessive wale drinkers have exaggerated seeds to feel
powerful, and gratify-their needs through vicarious powerful
experiences while drinking. Research on female alcoholics suggests
that these women have a fragile sense of self and use alcohol to make
themselves feel wore womanly. The four theories each identify some
personality deficiency in the alcoholic and observe the alcoholic's
use of. alcohol in, an attempt to compensate for that deficiency. No
single theory appears to account for the personality of all
alcoholics. (Asthor/RLM)
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e .cage that Come

cbholic, personality"'

that ta eadily distinguishable

image lso seems to carry with

to many peeple's minds, upon he ipg the te

that of a.readily identifiable'petsonaliW

from nonalcoholic._

it the idea that

personality Oat was both the necessary
\ -

personal to become alcoholic.

rsonalities.

is the. distinctive

d sufficient condition.for a
Cd

Moreover, most people who think th4 this

is what is meant by the al.Cioholi_ personality immediately discoinitthe

concept and, in'fact, becode indignant that,anybody could have been so
-,

Chi as to :Suggest it ).n the first place.. To support their position,

they:call

alcoholics and the.f

ention to - the vide variations in the personalities of

that persons with a wide diversity of backgrounds

.(rangipg from astrbnauta' to.skid,r w bums to the wives and brothers of

Presidents) `,become alcoholic. No more is to be gained, they contend,
ti

in assuming that there is an alcoholic personality than in assuming that

there is a diabetic-persortality or a cancerous personality or an

asthmatic personality.

One purpose of this symposium is

al

correct thiA popular misconception

of the alcoholic personality. LAt the utset there re several- points that

want to make with regard to what tho e researchers and clinicians who accept

the concept:of an alcoholic petSbnality ean and ao not mean by the ter

1. There is a cluster of personality characteristics that is

typically found among individuals, who are alqbholic. As the ymposium.

proceeds, we will delineate what'the p cular cluster

2. some of the cluster of- personality characteristict can be

,identified long'beforn the onset of alcoholism and seem to contribute

its development. Other parts of the cluster appear to have been engendered



by the ihdividUal ience with alcohol. \Later on

-Loper will discuss the research that tries to separate

characteristi s that..sedm to predispose an Individual become alcoholic

from those that seem to be consequences f the alcoholism.

typical cluster of a.lcoholi6 personality characteris

mayhot bejound among. all alcoh6ljcsi and some individuals whe, are, not

alcohOlie may exhibit the` cluSter. Thus, we cannot always distinguish

114

alcoholics from nonalcoholics by-lookipg at their personalities.

Thet actually is not just one cluster of rsonality 'Character

istics but several different ones that have been identified. among alco-

holics. Later, Douglas Jackson will discuss the research that has isolated

various alcoholic personality "subtypes."

Given these generaliiations, some obvious questions arise: What is

the relationship between the clusters of personality characteristics 'of the

hoholic and-his or her abuse of alcohol? How is it that alcoholism is

induced by the. personality characteristics, and, in turn4'how does the en-

counter with alcoholoomodify the personality?

-To-answer these questions, a nnaber of theories of the alcoholic

personality have been devised, and l will proceed now to describe several

_f the representative theoretical. frameworks.

The oldest and probably best known theory of the alcohdlic perdenality

is the dependency theory which wasformulated.in the tradition of classical

psychoanalysis. Clinicians workink with alcoholics have often observed

them have strong proclivities to rely on other people for guidance and

decision making and to have a strong need for other people to care 4for and-
,

nurture them. The psychoanalyst, of course, looks, for the origin of the

aleoholic's difficUlties witi dependence iearly childhood. The mother



a future alcoholic is thought _'have been a.dominant and overprotective-

individual who also harbored ambivalent feelings about her Child and thus

was inconsistent in her displays of love and affeetfon, the-intonsistency

being _flected,especially in the oral gratification that she allowed her

child to, obtain;\ As a result, the -child was orally frustrated

fixated at.thifs.sage of development. The father t 'he future

mained

alcoholic-

Ls

wireover& is typically -seen. as .a weak and-passive who 'did not
f.

serve as an appropriate role model for-the young Tale child to identify

h. Bgcause this unhealthy family s tuation, =the child'grows up

( -1) feeling.inadequate as a male and (?) raving a relationship in which

he can rely on other people _o nurture him.

,

The.situation is complicated as pur future alcoholic enters adoles-

cence and. _hood because, order to conform to the traditional role

expectations fora male in our society;:he-must now become independent,

masculine, and aggressive. Thus, a conflict arises between the opposing

tendencies to be dependent and independent.

alcoholic 'male as dealing wit the'conflict one of three mays.

pendency theorists flee the

nay continue to display his depende enly-- and 'directly, or he may be ome

countedepen .

and show excessive independence' and selfreliince in hiS

overt behavior. A third possibility is that he may fluctuate. between extreme

dependence and ext erne independence, according to the parvImular situation

that he is in. But regardless of which*st

conflict is not resolved..

argy is adopted, the'underlying

According ta dependency hearists is at this point that alcohol

enters the picture. The male caught in,A dependent - independent conflict

#learns that he tan pse alcohol, to Oki.. to resolve the conflict. With .

alcohol, he can bolster i aline ma& by disp wing stereotypical



f if

himself

him

not

-4-

uch as being boisterous and aggressive. At the same_

allows him to indulge his- dependeneybeeds

to the point where he

look out hit:

he overindulges

other people have

sitisfy.b

confl4t

_ opposing needs

the dictates

and oral'cravinga. In

eab no longer take care of

k ,

short alcohol, allows`

situl_ neouslY and in a manner that does'

of so-cie He "drinks Hite and

is the alcohol that makes it necesAary.that other people take Care of 'hi

',rather than semijinadequaty that is ibherentimhim. He comes to use ale

hol frequently _to

sets ,in.

A second

around fora long

holies are persons

reiolvethe conflict,- and the addiiti e process

and,that alcoholics

jthe alcohol p,rsonaliy-'-which has also been

e is the.anxie y theory.: It states simply that a.co-
.

h'high levels af.anxiety, that alcohol reduces anxiety,

therefore drink excessively in An attempt td alleviate

their anxiety. This theory appeals to common sense, since it seems apparent

to most .people that alcohol does fact reduce anxiety.,, Moreover, crops

cultural studies have' found some evi ence that societies whichs_hrw high

levels-of fear and anxiety are also ones that have high leVels of drunken-

ness. On the other hand, experimental work

although they do- Often show, high levels
*

altohol. relieve their anxiety, actual, ingestion of alcohol oftervraises
.* *

their anxiety to: still higher levels. In addition, attempt to develop an
A

animal del of.alcoholist have shown conflicting results with regard to

actually alters frustration -mediated behaviors and (2)

alcoholics has foUnd that

anxiety and they anticipate that

'whether -alcohol (1)

whether itals will.voluntarily,cousute More alcohol when placed in stress-
,

ing the cons:

V

Regardless of what its` ultimate utility might be in,relat-

* !
ption of alcohol to Anxiety, the anxiety theory certainly is



not complete for deretanding all of c_ involved in

alcoholism.

A. third theoY'of the alcohblic personality has been offered as an

'alteinative' to both the dePendency theory and the anxiety theory.

-the power theory proposed by David McClelland and'his associates. After

ten-years of cross-cultural

This is

asearch as well as experimental research test-
.

in orkers and colleg e tudents in naturalistic drinking

situations, McClelland found no evidence that people drink primarily to

reduce anxiety. His research laid corroborate the observation by td.i:rocateA

of the-dependency theory that heavy drinkers often exhibit so-called

counterdependent behavior, but he,was unable to accept-the premise that

the coun rdependence signifies underlying repressed needs to be dependent,

A

.cared for, and orally gratifetd. McClelland studied the fantasies of men.'

in drinking si uationa and found that heavy drinking often,led X0 thoughts

about` su1duing thieatening adversaries, of :inning sexual conquests, or of

gaining aqntroL over' other. people in some other way. Ii short, heavy

drinking caused the men in theses dies to feel powerful. Moreover, those

men who had the greatett concPrns po er fo begin, with were the ones who

drank the heaviest. ,Hence', the power theory'holds that men who drink ex-
:

cessively are those pa th exaggerated needs to feel powerful and that they

gratify this need thiough vicarious powerful experiences while drinking'
,

alcohol, rather-than by choosing a more tangible means

over other people.

gaining cobtrol-

In discussing the dependen y and .ppwer theories of the alcoholic

pet_onality',' I repeat-Lay refe- d o'the male alcoholic; I discussed events,

that are thought to occur in the e of the prealcoholicmala; and I always

used.masculine,prbnouns to'refer to alcoholics. Despite the way that

\probably soUnde4 I'-as not using sexist language. Both ,the dependency

.,



heary- d the power theory refer specifically to tale alcoholics,

.neither theory. was intended to account for alcoholism among women. AlcOhol--

ism has.traditionally.though inaccurately been considered a man's problem

and this may account for the special theoretical interest in male'alcohalism,

-

However,,the growing awareness that, alcOholism is'indeed a problem among

women has generated inc eased'interest id the dynamics of alcohol use among

women. Significantly, data collected from female social drinkers and

alcoholics oint to the involvement of different personality factors in

emale alcoholism. than had previously been found for males. From her expe

mental research exploring the effects cpf alcohol on women's fantasies,

Sharon Wilsnack, for examplefound'that.alcohol did not make women feel

did it make, them feel dared` for or nurtured, gather,more powerful, no

drinking seemed to enhance feelings associated with traditio_ 1 femininity

and womanliness. _ a separate study, Wilsnack found that al-nhOlic woten.
,

frequentlyexperienced unconscious sex-rol_ conflicts and wer 'h able suocess,
.

fully to integrate the masculine and feminine : aspects of personalities.
t'

Morbover, the alcbholic women often had'suffered severe threat to their-

womanliness (for example, repeated miscarrla ps, inability to conceive,

divorce) before they had started drinking heavily. us, snick theorizes

that a woman who drinks excessively tends to have a fragile sense of herself

as a an and therefore dkinks in order to make herself feel more womanly.

Carole n ill have more to say about sex differences in. '

onality characteristics during her presentat later in the program;

have now described four theories that account for the involvement

personality factors in alcoholism. In all four cases we saw that the

theorist tOentified some deficiency'in,the alcoholic's personality and ob-

served how the alcoholic used alcohol in an attempt to compensate for tha



eficiency. That the alcoholic would attempt 'tq oo ao``saama quite

plausibje, but it also sumo unlikely that all alcoholics would

experience the ,same de iciency. ,Thus it may by the' cane that each

theory is correct. whep applies to a- certain subgrOup of alcoholics

but thit no theory is Co ct in accounting .for the. personality of
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